H U NGA RY AT L ON DON W I N E FA IR
F U LL OF DISCOV ERY

5 masterclasses and 4 workshops in English will walk visitors through Hungary’s buzzing wine scene. The facilitated sessions will showcase the most recent topics like
Hungarian volcanic wines, Tokaj’s new generation or the Hungarian pink revolution, introduce indigenous varieties like Furmint and Kékfrankos, as well as explain styles
and methods of traditional Hungarian winemaking. Wines from popular traveller destinations will demonstrate how contemporary Hungarian winemaking gained respect
among vacationers. Browse through the diverse program and make sure you register - tasting seats sell out quickly!

REGISTER TO OUR PROGRAMS AT:
BOR@MTU.GOV.HU
DROP BY AT OUR TOKAJI ESSZENCIA TASTING ON

MONDAY AND TUESDAY AT 15:00, STAND F20 – HUNGARY

“A wine that would make angels sing out loud in praise…
…It carries sweetness to such lengths that it feels stiff with sugar. It has so little alcohol that the legal
definition of wine does not apply. You look at its chemical analysis and think there has been a mistake.
We are putting this preposterous fluid into bottles? Not for mere drinking, I assure you. Essencia is
something you taste with friends, a sip at a time, and talk about to your grandchildren.”
(Hugh Johnson)

OU R M A S T ERCL A SSES
A N D SE M I NA R S

Monday, 22nd May
11:00 – 11:30 | SUMMER IN HUNGARY I. AT STAND F20

Tuesday, 23rd May
11:00 – 11:30 | VOLCANIC WINE SEMINAR AT STAND F20

THE PINK REVOLUTION

SALT, GRIT AND POWER
IN HUNGARIAN WHITES

Whether in the trendy wine bars of Budapest, by the shores of Lake Balaton, rosé
wines and aromatic whites are part of Hungarian summers. Indigenous varieties,
historic traditions, diverse soils and summer sunshine contribute to a wealth of
fascinating flavours. Find out more about their distinctive and charming styles for
something new on the scene. Presented by Elizabeth Gabay MW, author of Rosé:
understanding the pink wine revolution (2017).
12:30 – 13:00 | TRAVELING THROUGH TERROIRS I.
AT STAND F20

WHITE SESSION

Join Caroline Gilby MW to learn and taste how Hungary has seen a rebirth in wine
production, focusing on outstanding WHITE wines from Pannonhalma, Neszmély,
Somló, Tokaj or Eger. An exciting journey is guaranteed!
14:00 – 14:30 | VOLCANIC WINE SEMINAR AT STAND F20

SALT, GRIT AND POWER
IN HUNGARIAN WHITES

Hungary's most celebrated white wine regions are rooted in volcanic soils. Tokaj
alone is home to hundreds of extinct volcanos, which emitted a spectacular range
of minerals over eons that nourish today’s vines. Join us for a masterclass led by
John Szabo MS, author of Volcanic Wines: Salt, Grit and Power, winner of the 2016
André Simon Awards Drink category and "one of the world’s foremost authorities on
the subject”, according to Drinks Business Magazine.
15:30 – 16:00 | MY SWEET SZAMORODNI AT STAND F20

A LITTLE LESS BOTRYTIS,
A LITTLE MORE FUN

Tokaj is about three major wine styles today: dry Fumint, Szamorodni and Aszú.
More approachable but beautifully elaborated sweet wines - the new style of
winemaking gives Szamorodni a brighter future. Ronn Wiegand MS, MW selected
the best examples for you.

Badacsony, Somló, and Tokaj are among Hungary's finest volcanic wine regions.
Their uniquely-shaped hills stand as stark reminders of the Carpathian Basin’s
violent volcanic past, and give rise to some of the world’s most singular wines.
Join us for a masterclass led by John Szabo MS, author of Volcanic Wines: Salt,
Grit and Power, winner of the 2016 André Simon Awards Drink category and "one
of the world’s foremost authorities on the subject”, according to Drinks Business
Magazine.
12:30 – 13:00 | TRAVELING THROUGH TERROIRS II.
AT STAND F20

RED SESSION

Join Caroline Gilby MW to learn and taste how Hungary has seen a rebirth in wine
production, focusing on outstanding RED wines from different regions of the country, such as Villány or Eger. An exciting journey is guaranteed!
14:00 – 14:45 | POP-UP TASTING - TOKAJ EVOLUTION
AT STAND A20

VOLCANIC MASTERPIECES
BY THE NEW GENERATION

There is a real buzz around Tokaj wine region today: young, devoted and ambitious
winemakers are rediscovering one of the most complex terroirs of the world to
produce extremely complex, distinctive dry and sweet whites based on the Furmint
variety. Ronn Wiegand MS, MW together with Mrs. Hajnalka Prácser (representing
the new generation of winemakers) will moderate a tasting of a terrific line-up from
Tokaj. Don’t miss this unique event!
15:30 – 16:00 | TOKAJI ASZÚ AT STAND F20

THE QUINTESSENCE OF HUNGARY

The birth of aszú grapes is a wonder of nature. It is due to the unique microclimate
of Tokaj wine region that this phenomenon can appear from year to year. Join Ronn
Wiegand MW, MS to taste the uppermost Aszú wines from first-rate family domains.
Wednesday, 24th March
11:00 - 11:30 | SUMMER IN HUNGARY II. AT STAND F20

IRSAI OLIVÉR, CSERSZEGI FŰSZERES
AND OTHER INDIGENOUS WHITES

Whether in the trendy wine bars of Budapest, by the shores of Lake Balaton, rosé
wines and aromatic whites are part of Hungarian summers. Indigenous varieties,
historic traditions, diverse soils and summer sunshine contribute to a wealth of
fascinating flavours. Find out more about their distinctive and charming styles for
something new on the scene. Presented by Elizabeth Gabay MW, author of Rosé:
understanding the pink wine revolution (2017).

